You received /10 points.
Excellent job focusing on change over time.;
Key library concepts (1 Points) Great job focusing on key elements.;
Trigger events (2 Points) Super focus on historical triggers.;
Inference and Causation (2 Points) Nice job describing possible causation.;
Before/after (2 Points) Your connections worked well.;
Specific examples (2 Points) Super choices of examples.;
Thanks for the great reply to (1 Point)

You received /10 points.
Great examination of the chronology of library history.;
Use of Online Tool (1 Points) Super choice of ;
Description of 5 Key Events (5 Points) Your choices worked well to establish the "big picture".;
Event Selection (1 Points) Super description of how you selected the items.;
Importance of Timelines (1 Points) Great discussion of the usefulness of timelines;
Chronology Discovery (1 Points) Super insights;
Thanks for the great reply to (1 Point)

You received /10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during this time period.;
Situation (1 Points) Great time period selection.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful presentation.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) Fascinating, fictional approach;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the great reply to (1 Point)

You received /10 points.
Great use of a visual to explore library history. Wonderful job creating the map. It looked like it was lots of fun.;
Visual Representation (2 Points) Great use of a visual to explore libraries visually;
Technology Use (2 Points) It worked great.;
Map (2 Points) Great job selecting locations, marking, and information.;
Historical Information (3 Points) Great choices and information.;
Thanks for the great reply to (1 Point)

Rob Carpenter 10
If it's okay with you, I'd like to share your poem with future classes. You received 10/10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during this time period. I'm glad you had the chance to write a poem for a change of pace.;
Situation (1 Points) Thanks for sharing the context of your choice.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful background connected to the poem.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) Wonderful storytelling within the context of the poem.;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the great reply to Toya on your posting and Toya and Holly on theirs. (1 Point)

Kathryn Dilworth
You received /10 points. Zenodotus of Ephesus and information organization worked well as your focus.
Excellent job focusing on change over time.;
Key library concepts (1 Points) Great job focusing on key elements.;
Trigger events (2 Points) Super focus on historical triggers.;
Inference and Causation (2 Points) Nice job describing possible causation.;
Before/after (2 Points) Your connections worked well.;
Specific examples (2 Points) Super choices of examples.;
Thanks for the great reply to Toya on your posting and also on Sydney and Curran’s postings. Thanks for sharing Purdue’s WALC (1 Point)

Sydney Garland 10
You received 10/10 points. The Library of Alexandria worked well as your focus.
Excellent job focusing on change over time.;
Key library concepts (1 Points) Great job focusing on key elements related to collection development and organization.;
Trigger events (2 Points) Super focus on historical triggers.;
Inference and Causation (2 Points) Nice job describing possible causation.;
Before/after (2 Points) Your connections worked well.;
Specific examples (2 Points) Super choices of examples.;
Thanks for the great reply to Kathryn (1 Point)

Holly Hight
You received /10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during this time period.;
Situation (1 Points) Great time period selection.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful presentation.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) Fascinating, fictional approach;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the great reply to Rob and Tracey (1 Point)

Tracey Hosmer
You received /10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during
this time period.;
Situation (1 Points) Great time period selection.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful presentation.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) Fascinating, fictional approach;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the reply to Tracey, Holly, Thomas and Dustin. Thanks for your active participation (1 Point)

**Dustin Jones**
You received /10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during this time period.;
Situation (1 Points) Great time period selection.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful presentation.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) Fascinating, fictional approach;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the great reply to Rob. (1 Point)

**Curran Koehler 10**
You received 10/10 points. The French Revolution is a fascinating time period. The National Archives of France served as an excellent focus.
Excellent job focusing on change over time.;
Key library concepts (1 Points) Great job focusing on key elements.;
Trigger events (2 Points) Super focus on historical triggers.;
Inference and Causation (2 Points) Nice job describing possible causation.;
Before/after (2 Points) Your connections worked well.;
Specific examples (2 Points) Super choices of examples.;
Thanks for the great reply to Kathryn (1 Point)

**Toya Miller**
You received /10 points.
Thanks for choosing the creative option. Great examination of the day to day life during the 200s BCE.;
Situation (1 Points) Great time period selection.;
Insights (2 Points) Wonderful focus on Callimachus and the hymn.;
Library Roles (2 Points) Cool idea;
Storytelling (2 Points) A hymn was an amazing idea. I can hear it in my mind.;
Use of Historical Information (2 Points) Excellent job weaving in the historical information.;
Thanks for the great reply to Tracey, Holly, Dustin, Kathryn and Rob (1 Point)

**Treva Nally**
You received 8.5/10 points. A road trip sounds like fun! Great examination of the chronology of library history.; Use of Online Tool (1 Points) Super choice of Tiki Toki; Description of 5 Key Events (5 Points) Your choices worked well to establish the "big picture".; Event Selection (.75/1 Points) Nice link to your sources, but I was looking for a little more depth in your discussion.; Importance of Timelines (.5/1 Points) I was looking for a little discussion on the use of timelines; Chronology Discovery (.75/1 Points) Good insights, but you could use some connections between each item on your timeline and maybe some visuals of the original buildings.; Thanks for the great reply to Thomas and Toya, but for full credit I'm really looking for more depth and professional examples (.75/1 Point)

Thomas Quinn 9
You received 9/10 points. Great examination of the chronology of library history.; Use of Online Tool (1 Points) Super choice of Time Glider; Description of 5 Key Events (5 Points) Your choices worked well to establish the "big picture" of cataloging history; Event Selection (1 Points) Nice overview of the project, but I was looking for a bit of detail on how you selected the specific event.; Importance of Timelines (.75/1 Points) I was looking for more of a discussion of the usefulness of timelines in general; Chronology Discovery (.75/1 Points) Good insights, but consider a bit more depth… how about some images of card catalogs and/or cards? How about connecting one time to another; Thanks for the great reply to Treva, but for full credit I'm really looking for more depth and professional examples (.5/1 Point)

Robert Rankin
Quentin Savage
Ann Stenger
You received 9/10 points. Great examination of the chronology of library history.; Use of Online Tool (1 Points) Super choice of Time Glider; Description of 5 Key Events (5 Points) Your choices worked well to establish the "big picture".; Event Selection (.75/1 Points) Super description of how you selected the items. I; Importance of Timelines (.5/1 Points) I was looking for a written discussion in your timeline introduction about timeline use; Chronology Discovery (.75/1 Points) Good insights. I particularly like your images, but you could use more detail on some of your images like Membership Libraries.; Thanks for the great reply to Treva (1 Point)